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St Martin s Press, United States, 2010. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 168 x 107 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. An extraordinary saga of the trail-blazing cowboys who made their
fortune driving cattle from Texas to the Great Frontier.They left Missouri and were headed to Santa
Fe. Standing in their way was a parched desert, a land of outlaws and enemies-and one man s
dangerous past.He was a wealthy englishman with two beautiful daughters. They were five dusty
texans and a gambling man. And they were all on the ride of their lives.The only riches Texans had
left after the Civil War were five million maverick longhorns and the brains, brawn and boldness to
drive them north to where the money was. Now, Ralph Compton brings this violent and magnificent
time to life in an extraordinary epic series based on the history-making trail drives. The Santa Fe
Trail Gavin McCord and his brawling cowboys came to Missouri with a problem: 3,500 longhorns
and not one buyer. That s where Gladstone Pitkin came in. A man with money and a dream of
ranching in New Mexico, Pitkin bought McCord s cattle and hired his Texans for a trail drive from...
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An extremely awesome publication with lucid and perfect explanations. It is actually writter in basic phrases rather than confusing. You will like how the
writer publish this book.
-- Melody Ja kubowski-- Melody Ja kubowski

This publication is fantastic. It really is full of knowledge and wisdom You are going to like just how the author write this publication.
-- Ha r m on Wa tsica  II--  Ha r m on Wa tsica  II
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